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Snapshot of the Endeavour program

• Over 100 eligible countries
• Open to all fields of study
• Competitive merit-based process
• Available to Australian and International students, researchers and professionals
• Variety of categories
I am an Australian applicant and I would like to go overseas to undertake:

- **Short-term research towards my Australian Masters, PhD or postdoctoral research**
  - Endeavour Research Fellowship **

- **Long-term research towards my Australian Masters or PhD**
  - Endeavour Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Scholarship (PhD or Postdoctoral research only)
  - Endeavour Postgraduate Scholarship

- **Professional Development towards my career**
  - Endeavour Executive Fellowship
Benefits to recipients

- Generous support
- travel and establishment allowances
- monthly stipend
- tuition fees
- travel and health insurance
- personalised support
- Alumni network membership

https://globalalumni.gov.au
Key steps for applying

- Go to the website: http://internationaleducation.gov.au/endeavour
- Read Applicant Guidelines and FAQ’s
- Applications open each year in mid April and close on 30 June.
- Successful applicants announced in December for commencement between January and November of the following year
Tips for a successful application

• Read the guidelines
• Allow enough time
• Check supporting documentation is included
• Refer to selection criteria
• Discuss your program with relevant contacts
What we look for in an application

• High-level academic achievement and/or relevant work experience
• Well-defined program
• Benefits of the scholarship to the applicant’s career
• Benefits of the scholarship to foster ongoing collaboration with your home and host country
"This scholarship will enable me to assume leadership within disability research and health programming and help build stronger cohesion within minority communities…"

Dr Katherine Benfer
University of Queensland - Endeavour Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Scholarship

endeavour@education.gov.au